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Presentation Notes
We undertook two research activities to uncover key market trends in the HVAC industry:Attended AHR Expo (national view) and 2. Conducted interviews with 30 Northwest market actors (regional view)
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The goal of both these efforts was to: UPPER LEFT: Identify and investigate new or continuing trends in the HVAC market today and how those trends might continue into the future (what’s new in the HVAC market and where are we going?), UPPER RIGHT: Confirm market structure and operations (how are HVAC equipment getting to market and subsequently getting installed and how does that vary among equipment types or segments?), LOWER LEFT: Learn more about how HVAC purchasing decisions are made and any barriers that might impact the extent of efficient equipment being sold, and LOWER RIGHT: Particularly identify any technologies or features that are significantly changing the HVAC sales mix.The high-level goal of all these activities was to inform the development of an HVAC market model that BPA is developing.  The goal of the HVAC market model is to better understating residential HVAC consumption in the PNW region and estimate any market/momentum savings and these results will help us develop and corroborate key inputs to the model (like shipments and installation practices), provide a high-level sanity check on model results (for example, growth of a particular technology over another), and help identify any gaps in our understanding or areas for future research (for example parts of the market that function differently than other parts – we’ll talk more about that later). 



AHR EXPO 2018 
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The research team attended the International Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration (AHR) Expo in January to gain insight into national trends in the heating, heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC&R) market that would guide future research and modeling activities. For those who are not familiar with the show, the AHR Expo is the world’s largest HVAC&R trade show and is held annually in conjunction with the ASHRAE winter conference. The show provides a high-level view of national, and international, market trends in the HVAC industry, primarily from a manufacturer-perspective, to give real world context to the modeling work being done by the research team.At the show, we set up and conducted 11 in-depth manufacturer interviews, including major manufacturers in ducted and ductless equipment, smart controls, and manufactured home equipment. We split our interviews between major manufacturers that dominate the HVAC market and manufacturers with significant growth potential to get a broad range of perspectives from different players in the market. These in-depth interviews were all an hour to an hour and a half long and covered a broad range of topics related to the goals of the study. These interviews helped form a detailed picture of what is driving HVAC equipment manufacturers' decision making and what the market landscape looks like from their perspective. In addition to the interviews, we also attended three learning sessions organized by BSRIA, owned by the Building Services Research and Information Association, as part of the trade show that provided a sneak peak into new technologies that manufacturers are introducing and gave a high-level overview of the HVAC market as a whole from an unbiased, non-manufacturer-specific point of view.



 
 

MARKET ACTOR INTERVIEWS 
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We conducted phone interviews with 30 Northwest HVAC market actors:Our sample had a good mix of company size/market share (both big and smaller players) and location (divided across all 4 states). Our sample is particularly representative of manufactured home plants and distributors/manufacturer reps in the region – we interviewed about half of the manufactured home plants and about one-third of distributors/manufacturer reps located in the Northwest.The market actor interviews provide more nuanced and in-depth view of the HVAC industry in the Pacific Northwest.  Through these interviews, we can gain better insight on how these national trends are translating to the unique PNW landscape.
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So let’s dig into some highlights from our work. The rest of the presentation will highlight a few key themes we saw both in at the AHR Expo in our manufacturer interviews, as well as in the Pacific Northwest market actor interviews, which serves to illustrate how national trends are filtering down and influencing the Pacific Northwest market. We will walk through three key findings or take-aways we had from the research, and for each we will first present the national story from the AHR expo, as applicable, followed by the Pacific Northwest-specific story we observed in our market actor interviews. 
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First, we heard a lot about smart controls and the potential of “beyond the box” solutions as the next big opportunity for energy savings in buildings…. Because this is an evolving area of the HVAC market, it’s important to be clear about definitions.“Box efficiency” means the equipment nameplate/rated efficiency, as opposed to “system efficiency” (or “beyond the box”) which includes other factors, like ducts, sizing, controls, etcThere are also a few different flavors of smart controls in the market. Although there are very specific definitions of smart controls for programs (like the BPA programs’ definition in the Implementation Manual), when we talked to manufacturers and market actors, we were asking about general trends in the market around new controls technologies. The big differentiation is between “connected” – meaning wi-fi enabled and remotely accessible, versus “smart” thermostats, which are connected but also programmable or learning. 
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In general, manufacturers thought box efficiency was reaching a point of diminishing returns and were focusing on more innovative and comprehensive solutions that target how we use and operate HVAC equipment as the next opportunity for savings. Manufacturers believe that controls can open up efficiency opportunities looking at the whole home or building, including FDD approaches, continuous commissioning to make sure the equipment is working as expected, and optimizing the operation of the equipment. Understanding the impact of the HVAC distribution system to minimize losses and maximize comfort is very important to the success of whole-home efficiency solutions. One idea manufactures talked about to combat this was the concept of zoning - heating or cooling only the spaces that are being occupied - as a way to reduce energy consumption and use controls to better target how occupants interact with HVAC equipment.  Some new innovations exist to allow for better insights into installation effectiveness, including one manufacturer with an interactive “installer screen” to help the technician verify the unit was charged and installed correctly. This is an example of how smart controls can play a role in understanding real-time, in the field practices, which will be key to unlocking future savings. However, these types of controls aren’t commonplace yet, and we observed that in general, manufacturers do not always have visibility into actual installation and operation in the field. This lack of visibility limits how manufacturers are able to address poor installation practices and system operation losses. 



SMART CONTROLS  
ARE STILL GROWING… 
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Smart controls are still an area of growth in the HVAC market, a trend that was observed at the last Expo and carried through to this year with most manufacturers releasing new smart thermostat and connected HVAC solutions.  One new trend we saw emerge at this Expo is the increased functionality of smart control systems.For example, this is an example of JCI’s Glas thermostat, which has Wi-Fi capability, is programmable, and can interact with Microsoft’s Cortana to provide an integrated whole-home solution. The Glas thermostat has VOC and occupancy sensors, and it reports on outdoor air quality, UV, weather, and allergens. In one of the AHR Expo sessions, BSRIA talked about the trends driving smart HVAC and smart home market adoption. BSRIA noted how security and utility features - comfort, lighting controls, sound and entertainment controls, and other similar functions - were driving people’s decision to install the HVAC technology, with energy savings as a tangential benefit. While all major HVAC manufacturers have smart thermostat offerings with enhanced functionality, in general these products are more limited to HVAC-specific controls as opposed to whole-house solutions, but they can integrate with more comprehensive whole-home solutions from Microsoft, Google, or Apple.
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For traditional HVAC manufacturers, legacy practices are still shaping the smart control space as they are still selling equipment-specific controls through their classic distribution channels, even with added functionality. And that channel still represents over 50% of the HVAC smart controls market. But other players in the market – the more innovative products and newer companies, like Nest and Ecobee, are sold through retail channels and offer improved integration capability.These market newcomers, like Ecobee - shown here - or Nest, have successfully reached end users through non-traditional retail channels not tied to a specific piece of equipment or traditional HVAC supply chain. These solutions are more “plug-and-play” and look at whole house operation more comprehensively and dynamically than HVAC manufacturers’ offerings do. As the smart controls market continues to grow, it has yet to coalesce on a common supply chain or approach, and the market is very fragmented with lots of options and players. HVAC manufacturers seemed to be thinking about entering retail channels, but there is little specificity on how this would happen. So it’s unclear how this trend will play out – the market may remain fragmented, or both categories of controls products may take multiple supply chain channels.Now we’ll turn to look at the trends regarding smart thermostats in the Pacific Northwest
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Like we saw on the last slide, it’s a fragmented market out here too.Although consumers initially mostly relied on big box and internet retailers for smart thermostats (thus, cutting distributors out of the picture), distributors have begun offering smart thermostats to their [contractor] customers. Distributors may mostly sell “big HVAC” smart thermostats (like the Johnson Controls Glas), but some also offer the disrupter brands like Nest or ecobee.Distributors sell smart thermostats as stand-alone units as well as packaged (or “bundled”) with new HVAC systems. Distributor estimates of how many bundled units are sold ranged from 10% to 90% of all HVAC system sales. Ultimately, the interviews revealed that distributors have been key players in the region’s smart thermostat growth: one distributor estimated 20% growth in the last year alone.
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HVAC contractors are also key to the growth of the smart thermostat market in the Northwest. All but one contractor we spoke to said they sell and install them, and some contractors said they install them on most jobs. And echoing the findings from the previous slide, contractors reported that they get their smart thermostats from distributors.Contractors said smart thermostats are often bundled with new installs, where they offer the customer the option to upgrade to a smart thermostat for an increased cost. Contractors reported that customers routinely accept the smart thermostat upgrade option. Further, contractors also try to sell smart thermostats on routine maintenance calls. 



STRONG SMART THERMOSTAT 
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The region has seen strong smart thermostat growth in single family new construction.Single-family home builders increasingly include smart thermostats in the new homes they build. Builders estimates of current builds with smart thermostats ranged from 15-70%. Nevertheless, all builders expect explosive growth in smart thermostats over the next few years. Multiple builders estimated that over 50% of new builds will include them within the next couple years.However, smart thermostats have yet to pick up steam in manufactured home factories: only half of manufactured home builders ever install them, noting they install them in about 5-10% of their new homes. Further, manufactured home builders said this is not expected to change in the foreseeable future.A word of caution: Our interviews only included manufactured home plants – so we can only speak to what happens at the factory. Thus, we are unable to account for what happens onsite. So even though smart thermostats are not being installed at the factory, manufactured home owners may still be installing them onsite. To that point: the recent RBSA II found that 3% of manufactured homes in the Northwest have smart thermostats. 
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INNOVATIONS 
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The second key finding we are going to present today regards innovations in efficiency and, in particular, the trends related to efficient HVAC options nationally and in the Pacific Northwest. 
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INNOVATIONS 
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MANUFACTURERS CONTINUE 
TO INNOVATE ON EFFICIENCY 
AND SUSTAINABILITY 
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Related to energy efficiency and sustainability trends in general, all manufacturers the team spoke with emphasized their unwavering commitment to energy efficiency and greenhouse gas reduction efforts, despite the lessening federal pressure on these issues. Many manufacturers emphasized internal commitments to sustainability, efficiency, and the environment as core operating principles of their company. In addition, manufacturers mentioned ongoing policies and prioritization of these issues internationally and in California as important drivers to maintain momentum and minimize the impact of reduced pressure in the U.S. Federal Government. The Administration has thus had very little impact on R&D and business decisions related to increased efficiency and reduced GWP refrigerants, the two key environmental themes in the HVAC&R market. However, manufacturers acknowledged that in reality policy change is critical to driving change in the market. For example, manufacturers noted how efficiency regulations effectively encourage adoption of more efficient equipment and get rid of the worst performing equipment in a market that is historically slow to change and adopt new technology. For example, Greenheck explained how engineering and design culture was very resistant to change due to the desire for a comfort level with the equipment they are installing; they “like to feel confident about what they are recommending.” So, the industry needs regulations to push demand towards the higher efficiency equipment manufacturers are producing, which is currently only about 10% of sales, compared to 20-30% “middle” efficiency and 60-70% baseline efficiency.  It will also likely require regulation to move the refrigerant market in the US, and there are more details about that in the memo.



DUCTLESS TECHNOLOGY STILL 
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Another ongoing trend we saw was the growing popularity of ductless technologies, both minisplits and VRF, across residential and commercial markets, with both ductless and VRF posting 10-15% year-over-year growth.  and in both new construction and retrofits, but manufacturers did express caution that this is not a one-size-fits-all solution.The residential market, DHPs were expanding into new markets and applications with lots of new form factors available.  For example, manufacturers have created ducted ductless cassettes and even “ductless” type, or inverter driven compressor systems, that integrate with conventional ductwork and can serve as a drop-in replacement for an electric or even gas FAF.  Because of this, we expect continued growth in DHP.  In commercial, VRF has also been experiencing significant growth, primarily in new construction (potentially influenced by WA code).  Manufacturers reported that this increased popularity was leading to decreased and more consistent installation costs, which improved the cost-effectiveness of systems compared to a conventional ducted system, especially in new construction.  However, the cost-effectiveness on a retrofit can be a challenge because you have to run all the refrigerant and its more complicated than just switching out a package system. Another factor that may limit the growth of VRF on the commercial side is the number of suitable applications, even in new construction. VRF work best for highly zoned buildings, like multi-family homes, offices, hotels, and schools, and less optimal in big open spaces, like warehouses and big box retail.  Because of this, growth may plateau in the future once VRF has saturated the best applications in the commercial market. That being said, in the near term, we expect increasing demand for both DHP and VRF systems and manufacturers are responding to this growth by strengthing the supply chain for ductless equipment.  For example, most major ductless manufacturers have formed partnerships with major US manufacturers of ducted equipment over the past several years that allow new ductless mfgrs to leverage established distribution networks. Mitsubishi and Trane are the latest to join this trend: they formed a partnership this year that will allow Mitsubishi’s ductless equipment to reach more North American customers via Trane’s distribution network. We also saw this growth in ductless in the Pacific Northwest, which we will explore in the next few slides. 
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Ductless Heat Pumps continue to rise in popularity in NW homesNearly all market actors see ductless heat pumps as the HVAC technology that will grow the strongest in the coming years Ductless heat pumps  are no longer one-off ‘man cave’ units used in garage and basement remodels - now ductless heat pumps serve as a heating and cooling solution for entire homes.The recent RBSA II report corroborates this finding: In 2011, 1% of homes used ductless heat pumps for primary heating. In 2016, this had grown to 4%. On the cooling side, ductless heat pumps jumped from 4% to 9% of primary cooling systems.
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Almost Everyone is offering DHPs — no longer a niche productManufacturers continue to advance the technology, such as continuing to push the envelope on SEER levels.NW distributors are well stocked, so their contractor clients can readily provide the technology to their customers.Contractors are experienced at installing them, and actively try to sell them to their customers. Contractors also reported ductless heat pumps as a common technology switch system – for example, when customers change from one technology (like baseboard heating), ductless heat pumps are commonly the technology that replaces them.They are becoming increasingly common in single family new construction, in part thanks to increased shell efficiency and tightness trends that facilitate their effectiveness. Half of the builders we spoke to said all they do is ductless. And builders said they will start to lean even more heavily on ductless heat pumps in the coming years. According to a very large, national home builder we spoke to, building ducted homes is becoming too expensive and will soon no longer be cost effective. He expects a large movement towards ductless heat pumps. This builder expects DHPs will increase 15-20% in the next year alone and will be in about 50-75% of their new homes in the next three to four years. However, ductless heat pumps are rarely installed at manufactured home factories: ductless heat pumps are only installed at the factory by one manufacturer that we spoke to – and only occasionally at that. Instead, manufactured homes are typically equipped with an electric furnace.A word of caution: Our interviews only included manufactured home plants – so we can only speak to what happens at the factory. Thus, we are unable to account for what happens onsite. For example, we’ve heard that ductless heat pumps are sometimes set up onsite when the home is being assembled on the lot – and factory staff are blind to these onsite activities (since they lose visibility after selling to a dealer). However, 2011 RBSA shows <1% of manufactured homes have a ductless heat pump and the latest RBSA shows 2%. So RBSA seems to match up with our interview findings.
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In line with the increased prevalence of DHPs, HVAC manufacturers are offering many more flexible technology options for both residential and commercial spaces. The menu of HVAC options used to be simpler, with big four heating technologies: Zonal/baseboard, Electric FAF, Gas FAF, and Heat Pump. Now with new technologies and form factors, systems are becoming more intermixed. This new diversity of HVAC solutions for both commercial & residential applications means the market is delivering comfort to customers in a variety of different ways. One positive outcome of this diversity is that new form factors can mean greater availability of efficient options. On the other hand, HVAC replacement is no longer a simple choice. For example, customers may choose to use both ducted & ductless technologies in the same home, multiple fuels in same home, ductless as cooling only. They may install controls that change the way systems interact. These options are exciting, but they also reinforce the notion that it is increasingly important to think about HVAC as a whole-building system.
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The third and final topic we want to cover are the key trends that are specific to the Northwest HVAC market…
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* RBSA figures reflect single family homes only. 
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Will Air Conditioning become the norm --not just a luxury feature -- in Northwest homes?Our market actor interviews revealed that Northwesterners have developed a palate for air conditioned homes. Market actors said they are installing both central air conditioners and heat pumps (and ductless heat pumps are common if there is no existing ductwork in the home). The ductless heat pump growth covered on previous slides is inevitably contributing to increased cooling capabilities in Northwest homes.RBSA shows how dramatic this trend is – as seen in the figure, the proportion of Northwest single family homes with air conditioning has nearly doubled in the last five years. However, gains in manufactured homes haven’t been as dramatic – only about a 10% increase was observed.
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AC is becoming a single family new construction standard, but not commonly installed at manufactured home factory�While cooling was optional for many Northwest homes in the past, some of the builders indicated they are now installing cooling in all their homes. New cooling comes in the form of both DHPs and traditional central air conditioners. However, this is another trend that is not manifesting itself in the manufactured home plant setting. Few manufactured homes are equipped with AC when leaving the factory: only one manufactured home builder said they install central air conditioners, noting that they only install them as an occasional custom service.
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Many existing homes are adding cooling to their previously un-cooled homes�Contractors reported their AC work is commonly adding cooling to a home for the first time. New AC often comes from a heating technology switch (for example: a heat pump replaces an old furnace, thereby adding new cooling to home). And although manufactured home builders rarely install air conditioning at the plant, many mobile home residents add it onsite. According to the latest RBSA, two-thirds of Northwest manufactured homes have air conditioning – with air source heat pumps being the most popular technology. Since electric force air furnaces are typically installed at the plant and air conditioning is not, this suggests there are indeed some downstream technology upgrades happening onsite for manufactured homes. Our interviews also corroborated the RBSA, revealing that AC penetration is already quite high in Idaho, so now other states are playing catch up. In fact, 91% of Idaho manufactured homes mechanically cool their homes (according to the recent RBSA). 
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To provide a quick recap, we talked about three key findings we had in both the AHR manufacturer interviews as well as the Pacific Northwest market actor interviews. These key themes were: a trend towards more connected and integrated systems as a key to unlocking increasing efficiency, with smart controls being the best real-world example of that in the market place today; we also touched on the ongoing commitment of manufacturers to energy efficiency and sustainability goals, although regulations will likely be needed to significantly move the market, and the continued growth of ductless equipment both nationally and in the PNW (potentially influenced by Code in WA); finally, we dug into some key market trends in the Pacific Northwest to look out for, especially related to increased cooling penetration and differences in the manufactured home market.  This was just a taste of the type of information we gathered during our interviews, and we have lots more findings that are discussed in detail in two memos, which are, or will soon be, available on the BPA website. We encourage you to go check them out if you are interested.  
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To wrap up, just a few words about what’s next for our team and how we’ll use the information….
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1. Growth in AC Penetration 

2. Thermostat Savings 

3. Manufactured Home Equipment  

Presenter
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What’s next for our team?As we continue building a residential market model, we’re using the information we gathered through this research to validate and verify key model inputs and results. We’re also investigating how to represent these trends in the NW market: Growth in air conditioning penetration, DHP saturationSmart thermostat energy savings and supply chain evolutionOn-site add-on equipment for manufactured homes
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ContactBonnie Watsonbfwatson@bpa.govMemos available at:https://www.bpa.gov/EE/Utility/research-archive/Pages/hvac-market-research.aspx
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